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Two independent lateral-force calibration methods for the atomic force microscope (AFM)—the hammerhead (HH) technique and the diamagnetic lateral force calibrator (D-LFC)—are systematically
compared and found to agree to within 5 % or less, but with precision limited to about 15 %, using
four different tee-shaped HH reference probes. The limitations of each method, both of which offer
independent yet feasible paths toward traceable accuracy, are discussed and investigated. We find
that stiff cantilevers may produce inconsistent D-LFC values through the application of excessively
high normal loads. In addition, D-LFC results vary when the method is implemented using different modes of AFM feedback control, constant height and constant force modes, where the latter is
more consistent with the HH method and closer to typical experimental conditions. Specifically, for
the D-LFC apparatus used here, calibration in constant height mode introduced errors up to 14 %. In
constant force mode using a relatively stiff cantilever, we observed an ≈ 4 % systematic error per μN
of applied load for loads ≤ 1 μN. The issue of excessive load typically emerges for cantilevers whose
flexural spring constant is large compared with the normal spring constant of the D-LFC setup (such
that relatively small cantilever flexural displacements produce relatively large loads). Overall, the HH
method carries a larger uncertainty, which is dominated by uncertainty in measurement of the flexural spring constant of the HH cantilever as well as in the effective length dimension of the cantilever
probe. The D-LFC method relies on fewer parameters and thus has fewer uncertainties associated
with it. We thus show that it is the preferred method of the two, as long as care is taken to perform
the calibration in constant force mode with low applied loads. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3685243]
I. INTRODUCTION

The calibration of lateral forces in friction force microscopy has been an ongoing challenge for those who wish
to quantify nanoscale friction and, ultimately, interfacial shear
stress, using the atomic force microscope (AFM). Numerous
methods have been developed for this purpose, as recently reviewed by Munz.1 One key point of criticism expressed in this
review article is that “a major means of assessing the resulting data is to cross-check if they are consistent with the values
derived from several calibration routines.” In highlighting the
need to develop accurate calibration standards, Munz is referring to an earlier work by Cain et al.,2 in which a comparison among the optical geometry method,3 the lateral compliance method,4 and the wedge method5 was performed. The
practical advantages and disadvantages of implementing each
technique were reviewed. The optical geometry method determines the detector response, but this is based on modeling
the optical path from the cantilever to the detector; the lateral compliance method proves a simple solution for spherical
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probes for which the effect of contact and probe stiffness
may be neglected, but only under certain conditions. A significant advantage of the wedge method is that it derives
the lateral force calibration factor without the need for the
torsional spring constant of the cantilever or the lateral deflection sensitivity of the photodiode (normal sensitivities are typically required in the majority of calibration methods); however, it requires that multiple friction measurements be made,
which can cause tip damage. Otherwise, the ability to eliminate cross-talk must be sacrificed.6, 7 The difficulty in comparing these three methods is that underlying assumptions in each
method lead to potentially large inaccuracies, and the true
value for the force calibration factor is not well established.
In light of current uncertainty over which method is “best,”
it is preferable to evaluate lateral force calibration methods
first and foremost based on their accuracy and precision, as
opposed to relative ease of use. In this article, two methods
are investigated, the hammerhead (HH) technique8, 9 and the
diamagnetic lateral force calibrator (D-LFC),10 which both
offer independent, yet feasible paths toward traceable accuracy. In addition to relatively straightforward implementation,
principle loads for respective techniques are applied orthogonally and no critical variables are shared, thus facilitating
an explicit and robust comparison of lateral force calibration
methods.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic illustration of the HH calibration technique. (b) VL /VN for Probes 1 and 2 plotted as a function of HkN(HH) /(SN cos θ ),
where the pivot position, H, is varied, thereby obtaining the torque sensitivity (or slope), ST(HH) , for each probe.

In lateral force microscopy, friction at the probe-surface
interface occurs as the probe slides relative to the surface in a
direction orthogonal to the long axis of the cantilever (i.e., the
x-axis). During sliding (in the y-direction), the friction force,
Ff , couples to the probe moment arm, causing the cantilever
to twist. The response of the instrument detector to cantilever
twist is VL . The lateral force sensitivity of the optical lever
system, SL , is used to quantify the friction force at the probesurface interface according to F f = VL /SL . In this work, SL
is used as a basis for quantitative comparison between the HH
and D-LFC calibration methods.
The HH method utilizes a tee-shaped cantilever to quantify the lateral (or torsional) signal sensitivity by analyzing
the ratio between flexural and torsional signals in response
to calculable force and torque applied to the cantilever. The
principle of this calibration method is illustrated in Fig. 1(a)
and described as follows: A normal load, FN , is imposed at
a distance, H, along the arm of the tee by pressing it against
a loading sphere that is glued to the edge of a stiff surface
on which fiducial marks are used to calculate the pivot position. The applied torque produces both flexural and torsional
responses in the cantilever and is given by
VN k N (HH)
THH
= FN × H =
H,
cos θ
S N cos2 θ

(1)

where VN is the change in normal signal when pressing
against the loading sphere, SN is the normal signal sensitivity
of the optical lever system, kN(HH) is the flexural spring constant of the cantilever, and θ is the angle of the cantilever with
respect to the nominal x-y sample plane (required here to account for both the force normal to the sample surface and the
true deflection of the free end of the cantilever).11 The change
in torsional signal, VL , in response to torque, THH , is given
by VL = ST(HH) × THH , where ST(HH) is the torque sensitivity of the optical lever system. Combining this relation with
Eq. (1) yields
 


VL  H k N (HH)
.
(2)
ST (HH) =
VN
S N cos θ
Therefore, if kN(HH) and SN are known, the ratio VL /VN , acquired from vertical force-displacement curves, may be plotted as a function of the denominator in Eq. (2), where H is
varied by stepping along the fiducial marks in the loading surface. ST(HH) is then obtained from the slope of the linear fit,
as in Fig. 1(b), which shows HH calibration data for two dif-

ferent cantilever probes. Illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the effective
probe length, h, extends from the shear center of the cantilever
(about which twisting occurs) to the apex of the probe (where
it contacts the surface). For a probe length, h, the lateral force
sensitivity of the optical lever system can be defined as
 


VL  H k N (HH)
.
(3)
SL(HH) ≡ h ST (HH) = h
VN
S N cos θ
For the specific hammerhead cantilevers used in this work,
flexural bending of the HH cantilever wings during calibration
is expected to produce errors of < 3 % for the accurate measurement of lateral friction forces (this error could be reduced
or practically eliminated by using HH cantilevers with stiffer
wings), according to finite element analysis conducted by Reitsma et al.9 Nevertheless, this prediction does not address actual experimental uncertainty, which Reitsma et al. found to
be < 1 % in their determination of ST(HH) , owing to a small uncertainty in their kN(HH) measurement. However, for the measurement of lateral (friction) forces, SL is required, and from
Eq. (3) an additional significant source of error in the HH
method arises from measurement uncertainty in the probe dimension, h = d + (t/2), where d is the diameter of the spherical colloidal probe (or length of the integrated tip) and t is the
cantilever thickness at the probe position.
The D-LFC method developed by Li et al.10 does not
require foreknowledge of any property of the cantilever and
may be applied to most AFM probes. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
the D-LFC method employs a pre-calibrated spring (a diamagnetically levitated graphite substrate) with (lateral) spring
constant, kL(D-LFC) , to apply a torque to the cantilever through
static friction at the probe tip. The spring is composed of a
square piece of pyrolytic graphite and four permanent magnets with neighboring opposite poles. The lateral force, FL ,
on the cantilever is given by
FL = k L(D−LFC) y,

(4)

where  y is the lateral displacement of the magnets relative
to the cantilever base, and kL(D-LFC) is calculated by measuring the mass, m, and vibrational frequency, f, of the levitated
graphite substrate using the equation kL(D-LFC) = m(2π f)2 .
Hence, the lateral force sensitivity can be expressed as
SL(D−LFC) ≡

VL
VL
=
,
FL
(k L(D−LFC) y)

(5)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic illustration of the D-LFC setup. (b) D-LFC data and linear fits for Probes 1 and 2. Inset: SEM images of Probes 1 and 2.

where VL is the change in lateral signal with stage displacement,  y, which is assumed to be equal to the displacement
of the graphite piece. This assumption holds for the typical
case when the cantilever torsional spring constant is much
greater than kL(D-LFC) , as satisfied by the cantilevers used in
this article. Note that we have differentiated between FL and
Ff , because FL is a static friction force in the D-LFC measurement, and Ff corresponds to the sliding (dynamic) friction
forces to be calibrated.
Comparing the two methods, we note that not a single
parameter in Eqs. (3) and (5) is shared, and each approach
obtains signal sensitivities from orthogonally applied forces.
The HH method determines SL based on the ratio of lateral
and normal signals obtained from vertical force-displacement
curves; whereas, in the D-LFC, SL is extracted from the lateral displacement of the graphite substrate. Accordingly, the
spring constants and lever arms of each method are orthogonal. Thus, this serves as a highly controlled comparison
which, if consistent, validates both methods unambiguously.
II. EXPERIMENTAL

In this study, we systematically compared the SL value
obtained from the HH method and from the D-LFC using
the same HH cantilever, with a total of four different cantilevers, as summarized in Table I below. All measurements
were performed on a Cypher AFM (Asylum Research, Inc.,
Santa Barbara, CA),12 which has a built-in cantilever an-

gle θ = 11◦ . Each HH cantilever used was 50 μm wide
between the head and fixed-end with a head that extended
150 μm in width (y-dimension, Fig. 1(a)). In Table I, the
length and width dimensions of each cantilever are listed
along with probe diameters—all determined using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM); SEM images of Probes 1 and
2 are shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b). Cantilever thickness
was measured using a white light interferometric microscope.
Flexural spring constants were calculated using the thermal
spectrum method.13, 14 To determine the lateral spring constant of the balance in the D-LFC method, the mass of the
(6 × 6 × 1) mm3 levitated graphite piece was determined and
its in-plane vibrational frequency along the sliding direction
(parallel to the short axis of the cantilever) was tracked using a
high-speed camera with a frame rate of 420 s−1 and analyzed
using a software routine. The dimensions of the magnets used
in this study were (0.635 × 0.635 × 0.318) mm3 (Part # B442,
K & J Magnetics, Inc.).12
Figures 1(b) and 2(b) show representative data for both
methods from which SL was calculated, where data were collected for each method without disturbing the optical lever
system between methods. In Fig. 1(b), each VL /VN value
from the HH calibration was obtained by averaging five sets
of normal and lateral force distance curves taken at the corresponding lever arm.9 The points centered on H = 0 came
from force distance curves taken on a flat silicon surface; the
small offset from the origin is a result of system cross-talk.
Figure 2(b) shows the lateral voltage as a function of lateral

TABLE I. Measured and calculated parameters for the four tee-shaped cantilever probes.

Length, l (μm)
Cantilever width (μm)
Head width (μm)
Thickness, t (μm)
Probe diameter, d (μm)
Cantilever flexural spring constant kN(HH) (N m−1 )
Cantilever lateral spring constant kL(HH) (N m−1 )
Total signal (V)
ζ (nN−1 m−1 )a
SL(HH) (×105 V N−1 )b
SL(D-LFC) (×105 V N−1 )c
Discrepancy (%)

Probe 1

Probe 2

Probe 3

Probe 4

300 ± 1
50 ± 1
150 ± 1
5.8 ± 0.1
15 ± 1
16.3 ± 0.8
1575.2 ± 297.2
3.73 ± 0.02
0.339 ± 0.030
0.221 ± 0.024 (11 %)
0.228 ± 0.017 (7.5 %)
3.1 ± 13.2

300 ± 1
50 ± 1
150 ± 1
5.8 ± 0.1
40 ± 2
13.3 ± 0.7
216.2 ± 25.6
6.32 ± 0.03
0.336 ± 0.022
0.876 ± 0.098 (11 %)
0.912 ± 0.061 (6.7 %)
4.0 ± 13.0

500 ± 1
50 ± 1
150 ± 1
5.8 ± 0.1
40 ± 2
3.2 ± 0.2
91.7 ± 14.3
4.43 ± 0.03
0.577 ± 0.041
1.044 ± 0.081 (7.8 %)
1.096 ± 0.076 (6.9 %)
4.9 ± 10.4

500 ± 1
50 ± 1
150 ± 1
2.8 ± 0.1
40 ± 2
0.37 ± 0.02
9.32 ± 1.35
4.98 ± 0.04
4.93 ± 0.32
10.02 ± 1.18 (12 %)
10.19 ± 0.60 (5.9 %)
1.7 ± 11.8

ζ is the change in lateral signal normalized to (divided by) the total signal and the applied torque (kL(D-LFC) × x) in the D-LFC method.
Uncertainty values carry a nominal statistical uncertainty of 5 % for the cantilever flexural spring constant, kN(HH) .
c
Uncertainty values carry a nominal statistical uncertainty of 5 % for the lateral spring constant, kL(D–LFC) , of the levitating graphite piece.
a

b
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displacement for the D-LFC calibration of Probes 1 and 2. Individual data points were averaged from 64 scan lines and fit
to a line. In both Figures 1(b) and 2(b), error bars are given by
one standard deviation. The uncertainties listed in Table I are
calculated from the usual Taylor series expansion approach
for propagating error and include one standard deviation.15
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Lateral force sensitivity

Table I shows results for all four probes, along
with discrepancies between the two calibration methods,
calculated from 2| S̄L(HH) − S̄L(D−LFC) |/( S̄L(HH) + S̄L(D−LFC) ),
which ranged from 1.7 % to 4.9 %. The excellent agreement
between the methods was found despite a 6 %–12 % associated uncertainty in each individual SL , based on error propagation from Eqs. (3) and (5). Here, since traceable accuracy of
kN(HH) for these cantilevers has not yet been established, we
have applied a nominal value of 5 % for the statistical uncertainty in determining kN(HH) by the thermal noise method as
determined for colloidal (spherical) probes by Chung et al.14
While the statistical uncertainty in the present experiment
was 0.5 %, we assumed this to be incorporated into an expected nominal overall statistical uncertainty of 5 %, which
we then propagated along with the measurement precision
and the relative uncertainties for the other factors contributing to SL(HH) . The close agreement between the two calibration methods is surprising, considering the potential measurement errors associated with kN(HH) and kL(D-LFC) , which are the
major sources of uncertainty for each method. To calculate
kN(HH) , the thermal noise model treats the AFM cantilever as
a simple harmonic oscillator and dynamic cantilever displacement is quantified using quasi-static force curves; further, to
accurately derive kL(D-LFC) , only translational motion of the
graphite substrate must be excited—a challenging task, where
small errors arise due to minor amounts of rotational motion. Taking into account all uncertainties, we find that the total discrepancy between these two lateral calibration methods
is about 15 % from the study conducted here (see Table I).
We further compared Probes 1 and 2, which are the same
cantilever-type but have different sphere diameters, to check
the consistency of the D-LFC method. Figure 2(b) shows the
lateral calibration of both probes using the D-LFC method.
When calibrating Probe 1, a total lateral displacement,  y, of
10 μm was chosen in order to avoid sliding which can arise
due to the small contact area between the small sphere and the
surface. For Probe 2, however, a larger  y of 20 μm could be
used. For the same cantilever-type but different probe sizes
(e.g., for Probes 1 and 2), normalization of VL to the total
torque (kL(D-LFC) ×  y) and to the total signal should produce
identical values. To demonstrate this, we calculated the normalized values of VL (ζ in Table I) and found that they
agree to within less than 1 % for Probes 1 and 2, which is
indicative of good precision in the D-LFC calibration.
B. Effect of applied load on D-LFC calibration

In the D-LFC method, probes with high flexural stiffness, such as Probes 1 and 2, are capable of pressing the

FIG. 3. (Color online) VL for Probe 2 for the same lateral displacement
( y = 20 μm) but different applied loads (open blue circles) and more extreme vertical displacements (closed red circles) of the graphite substrate
from its equilibrium levitation height. Upper abscissa shows corresponding
applied load. Inset: Expanded region near zero vertical displacement but varying load in constant force mode.

levitating graphite substrate downward, causing the graphite
to deviate significantly from the equilibrium height at which
kL(D-LFC) is obtained. We identified relatively stiff cantilevers
and investigated the effect of this deviation on SL . Using
the reference cantilever method16, 17 and correcting the vertical force vector for the mounting angle of the cantilever,11
with Probe 2 as the “reference” cantilever, we estimated the
normal stiffness, kN(D-LFC) , of the D-LFC setup from vertical force-displacement curves taken on the levitating graphite
piece (versus vertical force-displacement curves taken on a
relatively rigid silicon substrate) and found that kN(D–LFC)
= 0.32 ± 0.03 N/m. Thus, Probes 1 and 2 are very stiff compared with the D-LFC setup (see Table I), and we found that
these probes were particularly prone to displacing the levitating graphite piece, but not Probes 3 and 4. In Fig. 3, Probe 2
was used to vary the applied load and to displace the substrate in the vertical direction by a known amount, where
zero load corresponds to the equilibrium height. First, a series of VL values were taken for the same lateral displacement,  y, by varying the normal signal setpoint (i.e., applied
load) while maintaining the graphite close to the equilibrium
height. Based on these data, an ≈ 4 % increase in VL was
observed for an approximately ten-fold increase in load, from
≈ 100 nN to 1 μN.
Going out of the vertical displacement range of the normal setpoint control, we then manually pressed the cantilever down using the coarse motion provided by the motorized probe holder and observed a dramatic increase in
VL (for a given  y) as a function of the distance of the
substrate from its equilibrium height (Fig. 3). Specifically,
VL increased by more than 25 % over the range of heights
(loads) tested. Hence, it can be concluded that, when using the
D-LFC method to calibrate probes with high flexural stiffness, one must be very careful to avoid the application of
excessive load that will cause deviation of the graphite from
its equilibrium height. Otherwise, the pre-calibrated kL(D-LFC)
will no longer be applicable, leading to significant calibration
error. We note that when calibrating probes with softer cantilevers, such as Probes 3 and 4, such deviation was negligible. For the D-LFC apparatus used in this work, we found that
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systematic errors due to variations in VL as a function applied load ranged from ≈ 4.4 % per μN at low loads (<1 μN),
diminishing to an average of ≈ 0.7 % per μN for loads greater
than 1 μN (and up to ≈ 40 μN studied here). This error may
vary with the strength and shape of the magnetic field, and potentially the mass of the levitating graphite piece, and should
thus be determined for the specific apparatus and calibration
setup used.
C. D-LFC constant height vs. constant force mode

We compared SL values obtained from the D-LFC with
the AFM instrument set to constant height mode versus constant force mode. In the D-LFC method, operating in constant height mode consists of turning off the force feedback
and holding the vertical distance between the magnets and
the base of the cantilever fixed. Thus, the magnets (or cantilever base, depending on the AFM design) are actuated only
along the lateral (y) direction, and the sphere-graphite interface is free to move, e.g., along the vertical (z) direction. In
constant force mode, force feedback is kept on, the magnets
move along both the lateral and vertical directions in order
to maintain a constant flexural angle of deflection of the cantilever, and no vertical motion of the interface should occur.
Due to the extra effort required to stabilize the feedback loop
when working with this levitated system, it is tempting to
avoid force feedback and use constant height mode with the
D-LFC. We consistently find, however, that a higher VL per
 y is obtained in constant height mode. Depending on the
type of probe used, this discrepancy in VL can be significant,
up to 14 % for other (non-HH) probes not reported here. Using HH Probe 4, we measured the change in VL as a function
of lateral displacement for constant force and constant height
modes. Relative to constant force mode, a 2.5 % increase in
VL was observed using a constant height mode with the
piezo maintained at the mean voltage used to acquire constant
force data. Results from the constant force mode consistently
lead to greater agreement with the HH method. We believe the
higher VL value obtained with the constant height mode represents an intrinsic behavior of the D-LFC calibrator, arising
from the spatial distribution of the magnetic field and normallateral coupling in the optical lever system, since force and
torque applied to the cantilever during lateral motion are not
well controlled when the feedback gains are low or off.
D. HH vs. D-LFC discussion

Our results show that the discrepancy in SL between the
HH and D-LFC methods is fairly small (< 5 %). However,
one must be careful, as the uncertainty associated with each
SL value is greater than this value (Table I). The small mean
discrepancy demonstrates an overall consistency between the
two methods, and it indicates good control over experimental conditions, but the total uncertainty in the discrepancy
value is greater than 10 %. Tracking the sources of error in
the HH method based on Eq. (3) yields uncertainties associated with the calculation of VL /VN , the effective probe
lever arm (h), the lateral lever arm (H), the normal signal sensitivity (SN ), and the flexural spring constant of the cantilever
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(kN(HH) ). Among these parameters, the uncertainties associated with VL /VN and SN are mainly statistical uncertainties, which we determined from the standard deviation of multiple measurements; the determination of h has uncertainty
associated with the method by which it was measured, SEM
in this case; uncertainties in H arise from misalignment of the
edge of the HH with the fiducial marks on the substrate as
viewed by the optical microscope built into the AFM. Based
on user positioning repeatability in addition to the diffractionlimited resolution of the AFM view module used, we estimate
an error of ±2 μm in measurement of H. We also note the error contributed by H is minimized by plotting VL /VN as a
function of H. In the HH method, the largest sources of error are in the determination of the probe length dimension, h,
and in the flexural spring constant of the cantilever, kN(HH) .
In our case, kN(HH) was measured using the thermal spectrum
method, based on modeling the AFM cantilever as a simple
harmonic oscillator. As discussed, this approximation typically results in a conservative statistical uncertainty of ≈ 5 %
for the flexural spring constant.14
In contrast, from Eq. (5), only three sources of error contribute to the D-LFC method. The uncertainty associated with
VL is again primarily due to statistical variations, as determined from the standard deviation of multiple measurements.
The error in  y can be neglected, as positioning uncertainty
is less than 0.1 nm. This leaves kL(D-LFC) as the main error source. The equation used to calculate kL(D-LFC) , kL(D-LFC)
= m(2π f)2 , is an approximation and was reported to result in
an error of less than one part in 104 ;10 therefore, the main uncertainty in the D-LFC method arises from the mass and oscillation frequency of the levitated substrate. We determined the
mass using a high-precision balance and obtained the value
m = (18.5 ± 0.2) mg, where the uncertainty is one standard deviation. For the oscillation frequency, we obtained a
value f = (7.7 ± 0.2) Hz after repeated measurements with
the coupling from rotational motion minimized. All of these
individual errors were propagated based on Eqs. (3) and (5)
to obtain the final uncertainty values listed in Table I, from
which one can see that the D-LFC method exhibits significantly less uncertainty compared with the HH method. The
lateral spring constant of the levitating graphite piece was
measured to be kL(D-LFC) = (0.043 ± 0.002) N m−1 . This value
is far less than the lateral spring constants (kL(HH) ) of the cantilevers, obtained here via the HH method9 (Table I). The relation kL(D-LFC)  kL(HH) is a prerequisite for using the D-LFC
method.
Cross talk in AFM optical lever systems is known to be
problematic for many lateral force calibration methods. Generally two forms of system cross talk can occur: Optical cross
talk is caused by a misalignment of the cantilever’s reflective surface with the sector axis of the quad-cell photodetector, which results in a convolution of normal and lateral signals during force measurement. Mechanical cross talk occurs
when torque is present in the cantilever even when a torque
has not been deliberately applied. This is typically caused
by a probe that is misaligned with respect to the shear center of the cantilever. In the HH method, optical cross talk has
been shown to have a negligible effect on the determination
of torque sensitivity, ST(HH) , despite the misalignment being
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obvious from calibration data, as shown in Fig. 1(a).9 Mechanical cross talk can also be detected in the HH method
from ST(HH) data18 and can be problematic for the interpretation of force and torque in the method. Mechanical cross
talk is unlikely to affect the measurement of lateral force
in the D-LFC method. On the other hand, optical cross talk
will likely impact the D-LFC method with respect to the control of applied load. In fact, optical cross talk will impact all
load-controlled (constant force) lateral force measurements
because of the convolution of normal and lateral detector signals: A change in lateral output, as the cantilever twists, will
produce a change in normal output, which in turn will cause
the active feedback loop to adjust the apparent load dynamically from one twisting direction to the other. The implication
is that the actual load will be changed rather than maintained,
and this change will be a function of the direction and magnitude of cantilever twist.9 We note that this effect should be
small in most cases, but not necessarily negligible.
In general, the D-LFC may be more useful for its applicability to any cantilever type. A different form of the HH
method has been demonstrated for use with commercially
available rectangular cantilevers, but it requires an AFM instrument with closed-loop positioning.18 A disadvantage for
both HH and D-LFC methods, as described above, is the need
to contact the probe to a calibration surface, thereby risking
contamination or wear; however, neither approach requires
sliding. Contact between the probe and calibration surface can
be avoided in the HH method if alternative methods are used
to obtain signal sensitivities at H = 0.14 A non-contact approach is also crucial if hysteresis arises in the normal forcedisplacement curves (at H = 0).19, 20 Probe-surface contact
could also be avoided using the HH method by determining
the H = 0 value from linear interpolation of the H = 0 data
(Fig. 1(b)); however, care should be taken to ensure that the
system is free of mechanical cross talk.18
Using the HH method as a basis for optimizing the
D-LFC method, we found that a relatively stiff cantilever is
capable of pushing the levitating substrate away from its equilibrium height, leading to significant systematic error in the
measurement. In addition, comparison of constant height and
constant force modes for the D-LFC method reveals a slight
discrepancy in calibration results, where the latter is more
consistent with the HH method and closer to typical measurement conditions. Thus, when calibrating lateral forces using
the D-LFC method, one should be aware of the discrepancy
between the constant height and constant force modes.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have systematically compared two lateral force calibration methods: the HH method and the D-LFC
method. Performed on each of four different cantileverprobes, we believe that this was a well-controlled assessment, comparing two methods that did not share any critical
parameters and in which cantilever torque was induced via
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respectively orthogonal loads. Furthermore, both methods offer a potential path toward accurate measurements, which
could be implemented as part of future standardization work.
Calibration results for four HH probes produced a strong
agreement between the two methods, with a discrepancy of
< 5 % in the lateral calibration sensitivity, SL , obtained from
the comparison experiments reported here. However, one
must keep in mind that the measurement uncertainty (up to
12 %) associated with these SL values is higher than the mean
discrepancy. Nonetheless, these results confirm overall consistency between the two methods. If contact between the
probe and the calibration surface must be avoided, the HH
method is advantageous, despite carrying greater measurement uncertainty. The D-LFC method relies on fewer parameters and thus has fewer uncertainties associated with it. It is
thus preferred overall, if care is taken to perform the calibration in constant force mode with low applied loads.
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